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IT FRAUD INVESTIGATION NEEDED:
MICHIGAN BIDEN VOTES NEED TO BE REDUCED AND REVERSED BY
138,399 AND CHECKED FOR 49,779 VOTE SURGE AT 3:50 AM 11/4/2020
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In Michigan, screenshot evidence identified a surge vote increase for Biden of
138,339 votes at 6:31 am on 11/4/2020. After online vote watchers questioned the
surge vote for Biden only, Michigan state officials and news reports admitted this
number increase was a mistake which should not have happened. The vote number
is supposedly to have been corrected at the Shiawassee County level. This increased
number of 138,339 was never reversed at the State summary level.
Biden based on this increased number continued at the state level to have
had accumulative 154,188 votes higher than Trump’s at the end. The 154,188 Biden
votes should be reduced by 138,339 to be 15,849.
Furthermore, another similar surge vote for Biden was reported happening at
3:50 am of 11/4/2020 for 49,779. The State has not shown the detailed listing of that
vote combinations, 54,497 for Biden and 4,718 for Trump. This number needs to be
investigated. One mistake there can flip the Michigan vote result for candidates.
Michigan is with proven large computer errors. It needs to investigate
potential IT fraud. In Antrim County, officials identified that vote sum tabulation
by the computer wrongfully favored Biden. They had to use hand to enter data.
Iowa University Professor Douglas Jones explained the Dominion computer
system produces “jumbled totals”. A Security Exchange Commission filing of
October 8, 2020 reported Communist China had obtained control of Dominion.
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THE EXPERT QUALIFICATIONS
Dr. Fiona Chen, MPA, CPA, ABV, CFF, CITP is a forensic accountant and
former IRS Revenue Agent. She has been a registered and then licensed CPA in the
State of Illinois for nineteen years, with credentials and certifications in Financial
Forensics and Information Technology Professional by AICPA (American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants).
She has master’s and Ph.D. degrees in Public Administration from the State
University of New York at Albany. Her dissertation was in Computer Simulation
Modeling of fiscal policies. She obtained her Bachelor of Law from the National
Chung Hsing University, Taipei, Taiwan.
Dr. Chen taught for 10 years at the graduate and undergraduate levels at
Eastern Washing University, Florida State University, and California State
University at Los Angeles, in the areas of Computer Simulation Modeling,
Computer Applications, Financial Modeling, Research Methods, Government
Financial Management, and Budgeting.
She has published and presented regionally, nationally, and internationally.
She conducted statistical analysis of large datasets. She built budgeting and
communication databases for multiple users when she worked for Lucent
Technologies, Quingdao, China and for Northwestern University, Chicago, IL.
Dr. Chen’s current practices include expert witness. [Exhibit A]
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THE DIRECT EVIDENCE AND DATA SOURCES
The 138,339 Vote Surge Was Not Reversed at the State Level
Table 1 on page 4 shows contemporary screenshots of Michigan votes
increased for Biden and no anyone else for 138,339 votes on November 4, 2020.
Cathy Zhang of Sound of Hope Radio at San Jose, CA provided the table.1
Their talk show hosts, Jiang Feng and Fang Wei, reported with the table on the
same day on their YouTube program.2 Their viewers sent in the information.
Reuters traced sources of the information to FiveThirtyEight and Decision
Desk HQ. PolitiFact traced to FiveThirtyEight.3
We know the data is true because traditional news media try to explain
reasons to dispute the surge vote increase for Biden. For example, New York Times
reports that it was caused by a typo entered. Ms. Abigail Bowen and her team in
Shiawassee County entered 153,710 when the number should have been 15,371 for
Biden. The team did not even know there was a problem until the state elections
official called them twenty minutes later because that number is larger than its
population. Reportedly, the mistake was corrected immediately.4 [Exhibit C]

Exhibit B, Cathy Zhang email dated November 7, 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OWMDvGR0SM
3 “Fact check: Vote spikes in Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania do not prove election
fraud“, by Reuters Staff, Reuters, November 10, 2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/ukfactcheck-wi-pa-mi-vote-spikes/fact-check-vote-spikes-in-wisconsin-michigan-andpennsylvania-do-not-prove-election-fraud-idUSKBN27Q307; “No, these FiveThirtyEight
graphs don’t prove voter fraud”, by Clara O’Rourke, PolitiFact,
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2020/nov/04/viral-image/no-these-fivethirtyeightgraphs-dont-prove-voter-f/
4
No, Joe Biden Wasn’t Suddenly Awarded 138,000 Votes in Michigan”, by Jack Nicas, The
New York Times, November 4, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/04/technology/bidenmichigan-votes.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
1
2
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Table 1. Michigan Vote Surge of 138,339 for Biden on 11/4/2020
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At the county level, it may have been corrected; at the state level, it is not.
We cannot see where the correction is made or reversed at the State’s level.
Graph 1 below contains the accumulated votes for both candidates starting from the
evening of November 3, 2020 until about 7 pm of November 4, 2020. The surge vote
for Biden was never reversed.
Graph 1. Michigan Vote Surge for Biden and Its Accumulated Total Effect

There are different sources for similar line graphs. The one shown here is
based on time-series data of New York Times derived from “Anomalies in Vote
6

Counts and Their Effects on Election 2020: A Quantitative Analysis of Decisive Vote
Updates in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia on and after Election Night”.5
The Disbelief and Refusal to Investigate
During the process of analyzing the voting results and behaviors, there have
been much disputes and refusal to believe any possibility of an IT fraud even from
the news media. Yet, Michigan is the State with proven huge computer errors.
IT fraud is similar to but much easier than financial fraud.
In a successful financial fraud, the person who commits the fraud does not
have money. So, in order to be successful in committing financial fraud, there needs
to be two parties. The other party has to have passed financial resources over.
In an IT fraud, the person who commits it does not need cooperation,
agreement, or exchange from the other party. As long as s/he can get into and
control this computer system, s/he can do whatever s/he wants and successfully
commits the computer fraud.
In both IT and financial fraud, similarly, the person who identify the fraud
has to start with a belief or at least a suspicion that there is a possibility of fraud to
initiate the investigation. Otherwise, the fraudulent behaviors, actions, and their
results are likely to last and repeat themselves without ever being detected.
In today's technology age, it should be the norm for us to remain a skeptical
attitude to investigate and verify one way or another whether there is an IT fraud.

The table is published in “Anomalies in Vote Counts and Their Effects on Election 2020: A
Quantitative Analysis of Decisive Vote Updates in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia on
and after Election Night” by Vote Integrity, Substack.com. Endnote #2. Exhibit E.
Anomalies in Vote Counts and Their Effects on Election 2020 - vote_pattern_analysis (substack.com)
5
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Any citizen should jump at the first note and pursue it. Yet, there is a strong
objection and refusal to believe or even to ponder the possibility that it may have
happened with IT vote reporting fraud.
In a way, we hope and we wish it did not happen. It is wishful, abnormal, and
irrational thinking. On the contrary, an IT fraud possibility should have been the
upfront and among the first things we suspect, inspect, and verify.
It is inconceivable why is it so hard to believe that a computer fraud has been
committed in the vote number surges. One needs to keep a skeptical attitude that
IT fraud has happened or could have happened. That is the modern attitude.
The disbelief and the refusal to ponder the possibilities of its existence is
popular yet unprofessional and beyond common sense. Many of the news report
writers denying the possibility of computer fraud are relatively young. For a
younger-generation person in today's world, who has grown up with computer
technologies, to possess an attitude and an insistence of refusal to ponder the
possibility of IT fraud is without basis. They lead the general public’s opinion.
Similar to financial fraud, IT fraud is just much easier. We need to distrust
and verify.
It is rational, reasonable, and normal to assume it has happened or at least
could have happened for us to investigate and to verify.
On the other hand, the refusal, dismissal, or disallowance of the investigation
to verify or the dismissal of an IT fraud possibility all together totally is irrational,
unreasonable, and abnormal.
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THE 138,339 WAS NOT A TYPO AND COULD NOT HAVE BEEN
The surged number was 138,339. A number of 153,710 may be a typo. The
number of 138,339 is not.
The difference between 153,710 and 15,371 is 138,339. We need to analyze
how this number of 138,339 showed up on the published data online. In order to
have a 138,339 vote increase, the person has to have entered both a positive
+153,710 and a negative -15,371 at the same time. We need to ask the reason why.
There is also a vote of 23,149 for Trump. There is no explanation why that
number was not entered at the same time for the summary to show. Table 1 shows
the total Michigan vote increased for Biden only for 138,339. There was nothing for
Trump or anyone else.
For a clerk to have made this much a difference and later to correct it, s/he
had to have entered first a positive +153,710 and soon a minus -15,371 at the same
time to produce their difference of 138,339 for the screenshot to have caught it. The
news report says that the person did not know they made a mistake, there is no
reason for this person to have entered a minus -15,371.
In order to correct it back to a positive +15,371, this person had to first type a
-138,339, then a positive +15,371.
If a vote reporting system can allow a small county’s clerk to have done these
back-and-forth entries freely, the entire vote reporting system is unreliable. Such
entries are not typos. They are data manipulations directly made in the computer
system without any vote ballot scans and without any voter input.
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If the central election is allowed to erase local entry of whatever 153,710 or
138,339 without a process, permission or authorization of the local county as part of
the voting computer system, this computer system is even worse and unreliable
than the one that allows someone or anyone to enter a minus number.
No evidence has shown at the state level this 138,339 was ever reversed.
The only and most plausible explanation of the situation is that the Bowen’s
team in Shiawassee County did not make an error or typo. They input both Biden
and Trump’s votes correctly.
Someone else minus out this 15,371 in the system and entered 153,710 to
create the situation. They know that this number will be re-entered by the County.
In the meantime, it gives that person time and opportunity to evenly or selectively
distribute this number of 138,339 to some other or all counties in the state.
It is only because of the screenshots and social media, we are made aware of
this situation. The total increased 138,339 did not reverse even after a 15,371 was
entered for the Shiawassee County.
There were thousands of vote watchers online. If this number was ever
reversed, someone would have a screenshot for it. When it was after 7:10 am, any
significant vote reduction of 138,339 for Biden would have made news. The New
York Time vote numbers did not show reversal.
THE 49,779 FOR BIDEN VOTE SURGE AT 3:50 AM
From the public data of the New York Times, the Anomalies in Vote Counts
study identified another vote surge on November 4, 2020 at 3:50 am in Michigan.
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This vote surge was 54,497 votes for Biden and 4,718 for Trump for a margin of net
increase of 49,779 for Biden.
The Study remarks that “(w)hile both of these points would be unusual on
their own, it is exceptionally unlikely that both of them would have come from the
same state, critical to the election, less than three hours apart during an overnight
counting process — a process subject to great controversy and where there remain, .
. . Together, these two vote updates provided Biden with the votes required to
deliver him the lead in the state.”6
In other words, statistically speaking, it is impossible for both spikes to have
happened in the same state as by chance. This could be the reason why the second
spike needed to be set up as a typo and why it happened close to day hours.
The State of Michigan needs to list out the details of this set of vote changing
to find out the details of this number of 49,779 increased for Biden.
MICHIGAN ANTRIM COUNTY FOUND JUMBLED VOTES FOR BIDEN
Antrim County found computer totals wrong to favor Biden
Michigan has identified additional significant issues with the vote reporting
computer system. The vote tabulations system did not correctly add up voting
results from the voting machines and favored Biden.
The Antrim County did not wait to find out whether a software upgrade was
the reason for the wrong tabulating favoring Biden.
6 Id. As the fourth point in the section of “This is one such case: Our analysis finds that a

few key vote updates in competitive states were unusually large in size and had an
unusually high Biden-to-Trump ratio. We demonstrate the results differ enough from
expected results to be cause for concern.”
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‘Once it was realized the totals generated by the county-level software didn’t
match the precinct results, Antrim County Clerk Sheryl Guy said she and her staff
manually reentered results from about 30 feet of printout “tapes” from each of her
16 precincts and 15 townships.’7
Antrim is a county with total vote counts for both candidates of 15,708.8 That
could be why the County identified various problems by using eyeball analysis.
Professor Douglas Jones Describes Dominion Computer Problems
Iowa University Professor Douglas Jones who reportedly worked extensively
with Dominion provided his insights.
Jones said election software often lacks simple integrity
checks. For instance, they’re rarely programmed to alert the
user if the total number of votes exceeds the precinct turnout
or the jurisdiction’s total number of registered voters.
“The software ought to know something about the turnout,
independent of the vote totals," Jones said. “If that sum
exceeds the turnout for that precinct, then it should be
flagged immediately. You shouldn’t wait for somebody to be
checking that by eyeball." Software without simple safety
valves to catch expected human errors, “shouldn’t have come
to market," according to Jones.9
Most concerning discussion for our purpose here is that the vote ballot one
can see with eyes is not the same as the one the machine sees because there are

7 “Experts: Michigan Election Tech Can Improve on Human Error”, by Gus Burns,
Government Technology, November 12, 2020. Exhibit D, under section of But not all
precinct ballots changed, ¶2.
https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-onHuman-Error.html
8 “Joe Biden won in Michigan, flipping a state Donald Trump won in 2016”, Politico,
December 7, 2020. Statistics by Counties. https://www.politico.com/2020election/results/michigan/
9 Burns, Government Technology, under section of But not all precinct ballots changed, last
three paragraphs.
12

codes assigned by the computer which can, will, and apparently did result in
“jumbled totals”.
Jones said each candidate or proposal receives a numerical
code that the votes are attached to. When you add a candidate
or proposal question, it can shift the code attached to the
various candidates. Even though the print-out at the precinct
level appeared accurate, the unseen digital data was
incorrect, and when it was compiled, the computer couldn’t
properly read the results, resulting in jumbled totals.10
This Government Technology article reports more issues on the Michigan computer
problems, which is enclosed as Exhibit D.
What concerns us with the Dominion computer hardware and software is its
creation of more or wrong summary votes than the actual votes to favor one
candidate versus another. It is data dump which Jones called “jumbled totals”
INDIRECT EVIDENCE:
COMMUNIST CHINA CONTROL OF DOMINION SOFTWARE
Communist China Controls Dominion Computer System
On July 18, 2018, Dominion Voting Systems ("Dominion Voting") announces
that it has been acquired by its management team and Staple Street Capital, a
leading New York-based, middle-market private equity firm.11 At that time, the
total investment of Staple Street Capital had funds of 265 million and invested in
project in between of invest $20 million - $75 million of equity per transaction.12

Id.,
“Dominion Voting Systems Acquired by its Management Team and Staple Street
Capital“, by News Announcement. Cision of PR Newswire, July 16, 2018.
Dominion Voting Systems Acquired by its Management Team and Staple Street Capital
(prnewswire.com)
12 Id.
10
11
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Therefore, we knew that Dominion Voting System probably worth about that range
when it was acquired in 2018.
According to World Tribune and other online news, the ownership of
Dominion was controlled by Communist China via the sale of Staple Street
Capital’s ownership. The Chinese government owned equity funds paid for $400
million dollars three weeks before the November election. This information is
verified with the SEC filing document.
“Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings show that, less than a
month before the Nov. 3 election, the firm which bought Dominion Voting Systems
received $400 million from a Swiss bank with close ties to the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP), reports say.”13
“On Oct 8, 2020, Staple Street Capital filed SEC Form D offerings and sales
amount of $400,000,000 with the Sales Compensation Recipient identified as UBS
Securities,” states the investigation. “UBS Securities is a Swiss investment bank
which owns 24.99% of UBS Securities Co LTD, a Chinese Investment Bank. The
remaining 75% of UBS Securities CO LTD is owned by the Chinese government,”
states the report.14

13 “China connection? Reports say Dominion parent company received $400M from CCPlinked bank”, World Tribune – Window on the Real World, December 1, 2020.
“https://www.worldtribune.com/china-connection-reports-say-dominion-parent-companyreceived-400m-from-ccp-linked-bank/
14 Id;
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827586/000182758620000001/xslFormDX01/prim
ary_doc.xml
14

The report notes that overall owners of UBS Securities Co LTD are all CCP
front groups: Beijing Guoxiang (33%); UBS (24.99%); Guangdong Comm. Group [zh]
(14.01%); China Guodian (14%); and COFCO Group (14%).15
The logical question and information for us in this report is why the
Communist Chinese Party obtained control over Dominion so close to the U.S.
election with this high amount of money that it is only three weeks before the U.S.
election. We know that the commercial deal would have been long-term discussion.
Taiwan’s Highest National Security Meeting Prior to U.S. Election
Taiwan is a small island in the Pacific Ocean across from the Mainland
China. Taiwan does not have many friends internationally. It also does not have
any enemy other than the Communist China across its Taiwan Strait. Therefore, it
probably has learned how to survive and deal with the Mainland China.
On the Saturday before the U.S. election, on October 31, 2020, Taiwan held a
highest-level, emergency national meeting. The major subject is that Taiwan will
keep good relationship with the U.S. no matter the election result. There is no
explanation of the urgency of the meeting.16
They are likely to have had intelligence we don’t have.

Id.
“Taiwan president holds national security meeting ahead of US election”, by Matthew
Strong, Taiwan News, 2020/10/31, https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4042108;
President Tsai convenes high-level national security meeting; Office of the President,
Republic of China, 2020-10-31; https://english.president.gov.tw/News/6063;
15

16
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ACTIONS MICHIGAN NEEDS TO TAKE
If jumble totals can happen at the local county level, it can happen at the
state level. When the total numbers to be higher than the local, sub-vote numbers
or to favor one candidate versus the other, the changed numbers have to be put in
the subunits somehow and some place.
The additional numbers will have to be populated to each or a number of
machines (precincts, townships, or counties) proportionally or equally.
The Michigan data is wrong because the State has admittedly it to be wrong
and it cannot have been right. In this case for 138,339 votes, the State already
admitted it was a mistake. State of Michigan can just take is out of the total win of
Biden’s 154,188 and let it to be reduced to a 15,849 balance.
But it is probably hard for the State itself to believe it.
We can use the County of Antrim as an experimental ground to have it run
the election tabulation to recreate the situation on November 3 and see how the
tabulation runs. It can allow us to see whether there were extra votes produced or
simply the result favoring one candidate versus the other.
If we can find out how the changed votes are summarized in this county, at
micro level and to identify how each precinct and township’s numbers of both
candidates are changed, we may be able to have some clue on where that 138,339
votes went at the State level.
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Of course, it would be a nightmare if we can test and find similar situations
happened in other counties, as well. It is advisable to test other counties. These are
not vote scans but purely retesting the summation by printouts versus by computer.
When a hacker can get control over a computer system, there is nowhere s/he
cannot put the extra votes or favoring one candidate versus the other. With AI
systems nowadays, there is no need for systematic behaviors. When, the entire
system is controlled, multiple events can happen in varied situations.
Fortunately, we are looking at two time-stamped situations for us to start the
investigation. It should not be too difficult to focusing on tracking these two
numbers of 49,779 starting about 3:50 am and 138,339 starting at about 6:30 am. It
is not a simple yes or no. It is to find out all elements of why, how, where, when, etc.
CONCLUSION
We should always be willing to investigate an IT fraud. If there is no
problem, we should not have concerns. There is no reason not to agree with the
investigation request.
IT fraud is similar to financial fraud. It is not hard to find. When someone
can get ahold of our computer vote reporting system, anything can happen. Nothing
is too hard for the hacker or the bug implanted in the computer system. It is not
hard to understand the concept and the practice. It is not hard for them to add some
votes in this or that county or make result favoring one candidate versus the other.
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It is just whether we are willing to investigate and to correct the mistakes.
Michigan has identified major computer problems. This entire computer system
could be problematic.
Nevertheless, it is crucial for Michigan’s one artificial increase for Biden of
138,669 be reversed and the other “jumble totals” of 49,779 be investigated.
DISCLAIMER AND SIGNATURE
The opinions expressed above are to a reasonable degree of certainty. If
additional information is provided we reserve the right to modify or change the
opinions expressed in this report.
This expert report and its opinions and conclusion reached are based on the
documents and evidence available to us and the analytical steps taken. It is not an
auditor’s opinion. There is no auditor’s opinion expressed.
Signed by,
/s/ Fiona Chen
Fiona Chen, dated December 14, 2020
Fiona Chen Consulting Company
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As of December 1, 2020

Fiona Chen, MPA, Ph.D., CPA, ABV, CFF, CITP

FIONA CHEN, MPA, Ph.D., CPA, ABV, CFF, CITP
275 Stonegate Road, Ste M
Algonquin, IL 60102
847-854-4500 (Tel)

fiona@fionachen.com
www.fionachen.com
847-854-4914 (Fax)

LICENSE

Licensed (2002) and Certified (2001) Public Accountant. State of Illinois.

CERTIFICATE

Accredited in Business Valuation. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA)
Accredited in Financial Forensics. AICPA
Certified in Information Technology Professional. AICPA

MEMBERSHIP

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)

RELEVANT WORK
EXPERIENCE

CEO, Fiona Chen Consulting Company: A Tax & Forensic Accounting Firm, IL.
Provide services in Business Valuation, Expert Witness, Forensic Accounting, Litigation
Support, IRS Issue Resolution, and Business/Tax Planning Advice. JustAnswer.com expert
November 2019 - Present
President, Fiona Chen Consulting Company: A Tax & Forensic Accounting Firm, IL.
Provide services in Business Valuation, Expert Witness, Forensic Accounting, IRS Issue
Resolution, Litigation Support, Tax Return Preparation, Tax Planning Advice. August 2011
– November 2019; Turbo Tax CPA support, tax season 2017; JustAnswer.com expert in tax
and financial related issues, 2016- November 2019
Managing Member, Number 1 Tax & Accounting Service, LLC, Algonquin, IL. Provided
services in Accounting, Business Planning, Expert Witness, Litigation Support, Forensic
Accounting, IRS Representation, and Tax Return Preparation. January 2008–July 2011
Revenue Agent, U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service. Large & MidSize Business Division, Financial Products and Transactions Specialist, Grade 13, June
2007 – January 2008; Small Business & Self-Employed, Income Tax Field Agent, Grade
13, August 2006 – June 2007; Employment Tax, Grade 12, August 2005-August
2006;Income Tax Field Agent, Grades 9/11, September 2002-August 2005
 Field audited internal control, business operations, tax returns, &financial reports
 Researched and applied tax laws and accounting rules
 Performed fraud detection and valuation analyses
Income Tax Preparer and Auditor for Non-Profit Organization, Stern Cassello &
Associates, LLP; Self-Employed, Chicago, IL. February-September 2002
Technical Software Specialist, Northwestern University, Office of Clinical Research and
Training, Chicago, IL. September 1999-January 2002
 Developed, implemented, & maintained MS Access information systems
 Established revenue forecasting models; Financially closed clinical trials
 Statistically analyzed quarterly and annual revenues and expenditures
Computer Consultant, Northwestern University, University College, Chicago, IL.
February 1999 -December 1999
 Assisted in network and system upgrade
 Helped users with Microsoft applications
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Manager of Planning, Systems, and Methods, Finance Department, Lucent Technologies
Qingdao Telecommunications Systems, Ltd., Qingdao, China. June 1997-May 1998
 Coordinated company-wide operating budgeting processes
 Performed cost analyses and coordinated computer system upgrades
Assistant Professor of Budgeting, Research Methods, and Program Evaluation
Program of Public Administration, Department of Political Science, California State
University, Los Angeles, CA. January 1996 –September 1996
Assistant Professor of Budgeting and Financial Management, Analytical Techniques,
Computerized Financial Models, Research Methods, and Systems Analysis Modeling
Askew School of Public Administration and Policy, Florida State University, Tallahassee,
Florida. August 1986 - May 1993. Taught Accounting, Auditing, Financial Management,
Cost/Benefit Analysis, Operation Research, Public Policy Analysis, & Research Methods
Visiting Associate Professor of Policy Analysis and Computer Simulation Modeling
Institute of Public Policy Studies, National Chung Hsing University, Taipei, Taiwan.
August 1985 - July 1986. Researched Value Added Tax policy
Assistant Professor of Budgeting and Computer Applications
Graduate Program in Public Administration, Eastern Washington University, Spokane,
Washington. September 1983 - June 1985
PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Chapter Faculty Adviser
Pi Alpha Alpha
Florida State University. May 1988 - October 1992
Faculty Adviser
Chinese (Taiwan) Student Association
Florida State University. June 1988 - May 1991
Program Session Co-Convener
Applications of Analytical Techniques for Budget
and Financial Analysis in State and Local Government
ASPA's 51st National Conference. Los Angeles, California 1990
Technical Advisory Panel Member
Hospital Cost Containment Board
State of Florida
Tallahassee, Florida. September 1988 - December 1989
Research Advisory Committee Member
FloridaHospital Cost Containment Board. July 1987 - December 1989
Coordinator, Expo Plus 10 China Day. Riverfront Park, Spokane, Washington.
October 6, 1984
Performance, Food Fair, and Culture Exhibition; Attendance of Six Hundred
Consultant (with Henry Kass)
Strategic Planning and Cost-Benefit Analysis
Northeast Community Center. Spokane, Washington. January-March 1984
Consultant (with David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen)
Education Finance Analysis and Modeling, Unit of Research Services, New York State
Education Department, Albany, New York. June-August 1981
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PUBLICATIONS
Refereed

Fiona Chen, MPA, Ph.D., CPA, ABV, CFF, CITP

"Managerial Behaviors, Motivations, and Computerization in Public Agencies," with
William Earle Klay. In Jack Rabin, Robert Munzenrider, and Sherrie Bartell (Eds.)
Principles and Practices in Public Administration, Marcel Dekker, Inc., e-book, Chap., 5.2,
2003. International Journal of Public Administration, Vol. 17, No. 1, 1994.
"Public Employee Perceptions of Unions as Intercessors for Technological Change," with
William Earle Klay. Journal of Collective Negotiations in the Public Sector, Vol. 22, No. 4,
1993.
"Patterns in MPA Admission Decision Making: An Application of Social Judgment
Theory," with James S. Bowman, William B. Tankersley, and Karen R. Hilliard. Public
Administration Quarterly, Vol. 17, No. 3, 1993.
"How Public Financial Employees Learn to Use Computers: Implications for Managers,"
with William Earle Klay and Pyeong J. Yu. Government Finance Review. Vol. 7, No. 3,
1991.
"Computer Simulation Results Can Be Predetermined by Population Aggregation Criteria:
A New Kind of Sensitivity Testing in System Dynamics." System Dynamics: An
International Journal of Policy Modelling. Vol. 2, No. 2, 1989.
"Simulation of State Fiscal System: A Floritax System Dynamics Experiment." Journal of
Management Science and Policy Analysis. Vol. 6, No. 4, Summer, 1989.
"A Preliminary System Dynamics Model of the Allocation of State Aid to Education," with
David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen. Dynamica, Winter 1981.

Abstract
Refereed

"Simulation Results Can Be Predetermined by Population Aggregation Criteria."
Proceedings of 1985 Summer Computer Simulation Conference. San Diego, California:
the Society for Computer Simulation, July 1985.
"The Impact of Implementing a Cost-of-Education Index on Equalizing of Education
Expenditure Per Pupil," with David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen. Proceedings of
International Conference on Cybernetics and Society. New York: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, October 1981.
“The Dynamics of State Aid to Education: Interactions between Special Education, Regular
Education, and Non-Schooling Expenditures,” with David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Cybernetics and Society. Cambridge, MA,
1980.
"A Preliminary System Dynamics Model of the Allocation of State Aid to Education," with
David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen. Modeling and Simulation Volume 11: Proceedings
of the Eleventh Annual Pittsburgh Conference. New York: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), October 1980.

Non-refereed

"Professional Dynamo Plus." Software Review. Social Science Computer Review. Vol.
7, No. 2, Summer, 1989.
"How Should Florida Fund Itself? -- A Computer Simulation," with Danny Balfour. In
Robert Hawkins and Keith Klukis (Eds.), Tools for the Simulation Profession: Proceedings
of the 1987 Eastern Simulation Conference. San Diego, California: the Society for
Computer Simulation, April 1987.
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"System Dynamics Models and Institutional Pricing Decisions." In John Rohrbaugh and
Anne T. McCartt (Eds.), Applying Decision Support Systems in Higher Education. (New
Directions for Institutional Research Series, #49.) April 1986.
"A New Kind of Sensitivity Testing in System Dynamics Modeling for Sensitive Results
from Aggregation Assumptions." Proceedings of 1983 International System Dynamics
Conference. Newton, Massachusetts, July 1983.
“Modeling the Response of Local School Districts to Changes in State Policy and Changes
in Demographic and Economic Conditions,” with David Andersen, F. Dembowski, and
Tanette Nguyen McCarty, Report to New York State Education Department, August 1982.
"The College Lives of the Students in the College of Law and Commerce," with Hung Liu,
Journal of the College of Law and Commerce. Taipei, Taiwan: College of the Law and
Commerce, National Chung Hsing University, July 1977.Graduation thesis; Competitive
selection as one out of five invited submissions.
"The Foreign Policy of the U.S. in the Middle-East," with D. Y. Liu and C. K. Chen,
Journal of Public Administration. Taipei, Taiwan, Department of Public Administration,
National Chung Hsing University, April 1975.
PRESENTATIONS
International
Conferences

“Using Forensic Skills in Tax Compliance Enforcement in the U.S.” BIT’s 2nd Annual
World Congress of Forensics 2011. Chongqing, China, October 2011.
"Antecedents and Outcomes of Public Employee's Use of Computers," Paper Presentation
with William Earle Klay. International Congress on Administrative Sciences. Vienna,
Austria, July 1992.
"Proposed ICPSR Summer Teaching: The Orientation, Curriculum and Method."
Paper Presentation, International Conference of the System Dynamics Society.
Stuttgart, Germany, July 1989.
"Simulation to Understand State Funding System: A Floritax System Dynamics
Experiment." Paper Presentation, International Conference of the System dynamics
Society. La Jolla, California, July 1988.
"Implementation of a Cost-of-Education Index in State Aid Allocation for Education--A
System Dynamics Model," paper presentation with David Andersen and Tanette Nguyen.
1981 International System Dynamics Conference, Albany, New York, October 1981.

National
Conferences

“Interview: The IRS Method.” Can We Talk: Effective Fraud Interview Techniques,
Speaker, co-presenter with Pamela Baker and Daniel Porter and with moderator Anne P.
Harty, Governmental Finance Officers Association Conference, Philadelphia, PA, June 1,
2015.
“The Indicators of Fraud.” Recognizing It When You See It: What Fraud
Looks Like in the Public Sector, Invited speaker, co-presenter with Frank Crawford and
Vicki Hellenbrand and with moderator Jodie Hartman, Governmental Finance Officers
Association Conference, Minneapolis, MN, May 21, 2014.
“The Knowledge and Practice of Internal Control: The Gap between the Biggest Municipal
Embezzlement of $53.7M in U.S. History and Public Administration Education
Curriculum.” Ask an Expert Discussion Circle, American Society of Public Administration
National Conference, Washington, D.C., March 2014.
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“Forensic Accounting: Trends and Techniques in Fraud Discovery – A Case Study of
Rita Crundwell, Former Controller of Dixon, Illinois, in the Largest Municipal Fraud Case
in the U.S. History.” Getting Intentional about Fraud, co-presenter with Gila Bronner and
Carla Gogin and with moderator, Anne Harty. Government Finance Officers Association
Conference, San Francisco, June 2013.
"Patterns of Computer Use and Learning in State Financial Agencies." Paper Presentation,
with William Earle Klay and Pyeong J. Yu. American Society for Public Administration
National Conference. Washington, D.C., March 1991.
"Public Opinion and State Spending Patterns-Adopting a User-Interactive Gaming
Approach in Decision Support Systems." Paper Presentation. American Society for Public
Administration National Conference. Los Angeles, California, April 1990.
"A Simulation Model of the Florida State Funding System." Paper Presentation, American
Society for Public Administration National Conference. Portland, Oregon, April 1988.
"The EDFIN Model: A System Dynamics Simulation of School Finance Reform in New
York State," with Tanette Nguyen. Paper Presentation. 1982 American Education Finance
Association Conference, March 1982.

Regional
Conferences

"Computer Simulation Gaming for State Decision Making: An Example of a User
Interactive System Dynamics Model." Paper Presentation. Southeastern Conference on
Public Administration. Birmingham, Alabama, October 1988.
"From Where Should Florida Generate More Revenue? -- A Computer Simulation of State
Finance and Society," with Danny Balfour. Paper Presentation. Southern Regional Science
Association, Twenty-Sixty Annual Meeting. Atlanta, GA, March 1987.
"Teaching Computer Application in Public Administration." Invited Paper Presentation.
Conference on Public Administration: Computers in Curricula. New Jersey Institute of
Technology, Newark, New Jersey. November 1984. An earlier version was presented at the
Conference on Teaching Policy Studies Skills, Syracuse University, June 1984.
"A Dynamic View of U.S.-China Relations." Invited Speaker, 27th Annual Great
Decisions Series. Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, March 1984.

WEBINAR/CPE
COURSES

“Fraud Detection Brainstorming for the Auditor: Designing Fraud Protocols As Part of
Audit Plan.” Co-presenter with Jamal Ahmad and Roger Siefert, Strafford CPE Webinar
(110 Minutes), December 22, 2015.
“Indicators and Evidence of Financial Fraud in Forensic Examination.” Illinois CPA
Society Northern Chapter, CPE (2 Hours) Training Seminar, October 28, 2014.

WEBSITE ARTICLES “When the Musical Chairs Stop: Why ICS (Insured Cash Sweep) Programs Are Not for
Pubic Fund Cash Management”, Part I. Treasury Management Newsletter, published by
Government Financial Officers Association, March 2016.
“The Half-Empty Cup in Our Population and Economy.” PA Times Online, published by
American Society for Public Administration, December 2, 2014.
“U.S. Treasury’s Latest Efforts in Financial Institution Cost Basis and Third Party
Payment Reporting Requirements: Internal Revenue Service Forms 1099-B and 1099-K.”
Article of the Month, Experts.com, September 2013.
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“Forensic Accounting: Disallow Yearend Accrual of Bonuses as Profit Sharing Payment.”
Article of the Month, Experts.com, December 2013.

INTERVIEWS

“Stay Ahead to Combat Tax Pile-Ups.” by Kiley Wellendorf, Ratchet +Wrench, June 13,
2019.
“The 411 on the 1040.” by Joseph Bustos, Northwest Herald, February 18, 2011.
“Make Last Minute Donations to Get 2010 Tax Deduction.” by Lisa Kirschner,
AlgonquinPatch.com, December 27, 2010.

HONORS &
AWARDS

Performance Awards, Internal Revenue Service (IRS), September 2004, 2005, 2006
Human Resources Investment Fund (HRIF) Award, IRS, 2006, 2007
Faculty Grant, Florida State University, May 1992
Faculty Special Travel Fund, Florida State University, November 1988
Benevolent Association Research Fellowship, State University of New York at Albany,
February 1981
H.E.W. Fellowship, Fall 1979 - Spring 1980
SUNYA Scholarship to Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research
Summer Program, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Summer 1978
Valedictory Address, National Chung Hsing University, Taipei, Taiwan, June 1977
Inter-Collegiate Individual Debating Champion, North Division, Taiwan, March 1975
Individual Debating Champion, National Chung Hsing University, Taipei, Taiwan, 1973

EDUCATION/
TRAINING

Ph.D. of Public Administration in Policy Analysis and Administrative Behavior, Nelson
A. Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy, State University of New York at
Albany, 1983; Thesis Topic: “An Evaluation of the Sensitivity of Simulated Model
Results to Aggregation Assumption: A Case Study Using A System Dynamics Model of
Public School Finance Policies.”
Master of Public Administration in Policy Analysis, SUNY at Albany, 1979
Bachelor of Law in Public and Business Administration, National Chung Hsing
University, currently Taipei University, Taipei, Taiwan, 1977
IRS Training in Fraud Detection and Prevention, Income (Individual and Corporate) Tax,
Employment (Payroll) Tax, International Financial Transactions, Consolidated Returns, and
Financial Products and Transactions, 2002-2007
International Financial Reporting Standard, IASeminars. Chicago, IL, May, 2006
AMA’s Forensic Accounting, American Management Association, Chicago, IL,
November 2007
Accounting, Auditing, Business Law Courses, DePaul University, Northwestern
University, and Harold Washington College, Chicago, IL, 1999-2000
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Medical Terminology &Developing Clinical Research Coordinator Skills Courses,
Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, Spring and Fall 2001
Master’s Program in Biblical Studies, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, IL,
September 1993 – May 1995
FORENSIC EXPERT

Nancy J. Blaski v. Champion Strapping Products, Inc., Franklin County, Ohio, Case No.
10 CV 011581
Clear Channel Outdoor Inc. v. James Papas, Nikitas, James and Margit, Cook County,
Illinois, Case No. 03 CH 12051
Estate of Joseph C. Bomba v. Jennifer Kirsch v. Vincent Kirsch, Cook County, Illinois,
Case No.2010 P. 2204 Consolidated with 08 CH 46925
Patricia Nwosu v. Edward Nwosu, Cook County, Illinois, Case No. 2006 D 630434
Garner v. The City of Country Club Hills, Illinois, et al., US District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois; Case No. 11 CV 05164
Wanda Comein, et al. v. The City of Country Club Hills, Illinois, et al., US District Court
for the Northern District of Illinois, Case No. 11 CV 05766
O'Donnell v. City of Country Club Hills, et al., US District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois, Case No. 12 CV 3523
In the Matter of the Arbitration between Steve Bayer and Comcast Cable
Communications, LLC, American Arbitration Association, Case No. 01-14-0000-1321
Nwokenkwo v. Nwokenkwo, Cook County, Illinois, Case No. 2013 D 709
Hershewe v. Givens, et al., US District Court for the Middle District of Alabama, Case
No. 14 CV 00655
Timothy S. Dunn, et al., v. United States of America, Supreme Court of the United
States, No. 12-1056; United States of America, Plaintiff-Appellee, v. Vallone, et al., Nos.
09-2174, decided September 28, 2012. Follow-up issues
United States v. Walter Alexander Lista, U.S. District Court of Southern Florida, Miami,
FL, Case No. 16-20318-CR-Martinez
Miguel Ramos v. City of Torrance, et al., Los Angeles Superior Court, CA, Case No.
BC573018
Gallagher, et al. v. Brockman, et al., Common Pleas of Wayne County, OH, Case No.
2016 CVC-H 000451
Dan Westin v. City of Rochelle, Circuit Court for the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit, County
of Ogle, Illinois, Case No. 2016 L 020
Brad Gold v. Adams Foam Rubber Co., et al., Cook County, Illinois, Law Division, Case
No. 2016-CH-12093
Ahmed Kanaan v. Asma Chafiki, Will County, Illinois18-D-482, c/w 18-D-496
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Fiona Chen <fiona@fionachen.com>

Computer System and Data Audits
Cathy Zhang <cathy.zhang@bayvoice.net>
To: Fiona Chen <fiona@fionachen.com>,

Sat, Nov 7, 2020 at 5:33 PM

t,
Attached please find the screenshots that Fiona was talking about, and some explanation below. I have more information
about the supply chain problem with the widely used voting machine and software, which could be the root cause. Please
feel free to reply to my email or call me if you are interested. My cell# is 408-483-6044. I would like to be helpful.

Chart #1. Wisconsin at 12:59AM PST, a snapshot of Google election results;
Chart # 2. Then at 1:46am PST, another snapshot;
These two snapshots came from Google search result for "election. I believe these are the "products" of Google.
Let me explain. For Wisconsin, the earlier data shows 1,424,002 votes for Biden, and 1,533,837 votes for Trump,
when 94% of votes were counted.
47 minutes later, at 1:46am, the data shows 1,580,101 votes for Biden, and 1,571,458 votes for Trump, when 95% of
votes were counted.
Note the difference: Biden has an increase of 156,099 and Trump gets 37,621.
Let us say we give Biden the benefit of the doubt that he was able to pull the magic and win that big at that late
time, then we have a combined total of new votes of 193,720 votes.
Note in the above two tables, the total number of votes reporting increased from 94% to 95% from 12:59am
to 1:46am.
In another word, those 193,720 votes represented only 1% of all votes.
Then for the total number of votes of Michigan, it would be 19.37 million votes.
Unfortunately, Wisconsin has only a total population of 5.8 million, including no-voting babies and toddlers, as of
2019.
How can a total population of 5.8 million generate 19.38 million votes?!?

Chart # 3. Michigan - a snapshot of Michigan at the night of the election;
The table on the top is about an earlier count of votes, when there were 4,261,878 votes, and the table at the bottom
is about a later count of votes, where there were 4,400,217
Between the two times, there were a total of 138,339 new votes.
However, note that each and everyone of them went to Biden.
Trump got none, and Jorgensen, Hawkins and Blankenship got none either.
What is going on here?
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=31c6b49902&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1682746394859980698&simpl=msg-f%3A16827463948…
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Chart # 4. This is a chart that you may have seen. Just in case you haven't:
How can that vertical jump at 7:17am be any possible?!?
[Quoted text hidden]

4 attachments

Wisconsin-12-59am-PST-ballot.jpg
60K

Wisconsin-1-46am-PST-ballot.jpg
56K

Michigan-11-3-election-night.jpg
101K

Michigan-TheMysteriousChart.jpg
45K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=31c6b49902&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1682746394859980698&simpl=msg-f%3A16827463948…
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No, Joe Biden Wasn’t Suddenly Awarded 138,000 Votes in Michigan - The New York Times

https://nyti.ms/3jUvqER

Tracking Viral Misinformation

No, Joe Biden Wasnʼt Suddenly Awarded 138,000 Votes in
Michigan
Nov. 4, 2020
By Jack Nicas

Early Wednesday, images of an election map suggested that Joseph R. Biden Jr. had suddenly
received 138,339 votes in Michigan, or 100 percent of the newly counted ballots in an update of the
state’s tally.
The images quickly set off claims of election fraud across social media, ampliﬁed by President
Trump, who shared them on Twitter with the caption: “WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT?”

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT?
Matt Walsh

@MattWalshBlog

Some or all of the content shared in this Tweet is disputed and
might be misleading about an election or other civic process. Learn
more
This is reason enough to go to court. No honest person can look at this
and say it's normal and unconcerning. twitter.com/MattMackowiak/…
Learn about US 2020 election security efforts
9:35 AM · Nov 4, 2020
157.8K

74K people are Tweeting about this

In reality, Mr. Biden didn’t receive those votes. They were brieﬂy added to his unofﬁcial totals on an
election map because of a typo in a small Michigan county that was caught and corrected in roughly
half an hour.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/04/technology/biden-michigan-votes.html
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“All it was is there was an extra zero that got typed in,” said Abigail Bowen, the elections clerk in
Shiawassee County in Michigan, just northwest of Detroit. “It was caught quickly,” she added.
“That’s why we have these checks and balances.”
When Ms. Bowen and her team sent the county’s unofﬁcial vote counts to Michigan ofﬁcials early
Wednesday, they accidentally reported Mr. Biden’s tally as 153,710, when it should have been 15,371,
she said. About 20 minutes later, she said a state elections ofﬁcial called her to ask if the number was
a typo; Shiawassee County doesn’t even have that many residents. Ms. Bowen said she corrected
the ﬁgure and the number was updated.
“All of these numbers are unofﬁcial, so even if it wouldn’t have been caught last night, it absolutely
would have been caught before we would have submitted our ofﬁcial results,” she said. A team of
two Republican and two Democratic canvassers review all of the county’s poll books, ballot
summaries and tabulator tapes to conﬁrm the results before they are ﬁnalized, she said.
“As far as Shiawassee County, I feel the election went very well,” she said.
Yet on social media, the county represented a stark example of voter fraud. Posts that highlighted
the apparent sudden boost in Mr. Biden’s count in Michigan were shared more than 100,000 times,
and conservative websites posted stories with headlines like: “Very Odd: Michigan Found Over
100,000 Ballots and Every Single One Has Joe Biden’s Name on It.”
Matt Mackowiak, a Texas Republican consultant, posted the screenshots of the election map on
Twitter and watched them quickly go viral, eventually shared by the president himself. Twitter
eventually labeled Mr. Mackowiak’s post as disputed or misleading, and the company stopped
people from sharing it as easily.
Mr. Mackowiak said in an interview that after posting the screenshots, he saw other Twitter posts
suggesting the data was the result of a typo. He deleted his original tweet and posted a correction. “I
certainly wasn’t intending to make a typo appear fraudulent,” he said. “It didn’t occur to me that it
could be a typo, but of course we’re all going on very little sleep.”
Yet his correction was read by a small fraction of the people that his initial post had reached, and
thousands of people continued to cite his images as evidence of a stolen election hours later. He said
that he wished Twitter could help his correction reach all the people who saw his original post, but
that is not an option on the site.
Mr. Mackowiak said that he didn’t think that he had shared misinformation, because the election
maps were indeed wrong for a moment, but he added that he also didn’t think the election was being
stolen.
“I haven’t seen a lot of reasons to doubt the integrity of the election,” he said.
Mr. Mackowiak took the screenshots from an election map by Decision Desk HQ, an election-data
provider. Posts from the company on Twitter showed that it removed the votes from Mr. Biden’s
count by 5:45 a.m. Michigan time on Thursday, shortly after they were added.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/04/technology/biden-michigan-votes.html
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“We accurately reported what was provided at the time by election ofﬁcials. When corrected data
was available, we reported that,” said Drew McCoy, Decision Desk’s president. He said there were
layers of security to ensure that the ﬁnal counts were accurate. “This is a complex and large
endeavor, reporting on a national election with thousands of races and thousands of counties,” he
said.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/04/technology/biden-michigan-votes.html
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Experts: Michigan Election Tech Can Improve on
Human Error
Michigan’s election software systems have some room to improve when it comes to catching
human errors, experts say after at least two cases of flawed early results reporting on
Election Day.
BY GUS BURNS, MLIVE.COM / NOVEMBER 12, 2020

A voter holds up their sticker after casting their ballot at the Dow Event Center in Saginaw, Mich., during
Election Day on Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2020. (Kaytie Boomer/MLive.com)

https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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(TNS) — Michigan’s election software systems should be better at catching human error,
experts say after at least two cases of flawed early results reporting on Election Day.
Some Republican leaders point to the errors among several reasons they believe the
2020 election results lack integrity. Meanwhile, state officials assure the public there is
nothing to worry about.
These mistakes were exceptions, the result of user error and fail-safes are in place that
would have caught the inaccuracies before they were certified
anyway, Michigan Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson’s office said.
“The erroneous reporting of unofficial results from Antrim county was a result of
accidental error on the part of the Antrim County clerk," Benson’s office said. “The
equipment and software did not malfunction and all ballots were properly tabulated.
However, the clerk accidentally did not update the software used to collect voting
machine data and report unofficial results.”
ADVERTISEMENT

Iowa University Professor Douglas W. Jones has worked with election software for a
quarter century. He said “silly clerical errors" should always be expected, but voting
software could do much more to protect the integrity of election results.
The Antrim problem
Just after midnight on Wednesday, Nov. 4, Randy Bishop was at the TCF Center
in Detroit working as an election challenger when he first noticed something seemed off.
“My phone started blowing up with what the heck’s going on in Antrim County,” said
Bishop, who lives there. “Your county went blue for Biden.”
President Donald Trump won Antrim County convincingly in 2016, receiving 62.4%, or
8,469 votes, compared to Hillary Clinton , who received 32.8%, or 4,448 votes.
“I know this county forward and backwards, and I knew immediately as soon as I looked
at the numbers that they were completely inverted,” said Bishop, whose a conservative
talk-show host and chair of the Antrim County Conservative Union. “It didn’t take a

https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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mental giant to figure out that it was screwed up and honestly I don’t know how the
clerk could have gone home and gone to bed with those numbers on a report.”
Bishop said he couldn’t reach the Clerk’s Office until the following morning, at which
time he notified staff of the suspected error. County election results were removed from
the website, recounted and corrected.
The cause
Antim County is among 65 Michigan counties that use Dominion Voting Systems
Equipment, which runs software created by a company named Election Source.
“The equipment and software did not malfunction and all ballots were properly
tabulated,” the SOS Office said. “However, the clerk accidentally did not update the
software used to collect voting machine data and report unofficial results.”
Jones, who’s worked extensively with Dominion machines and software, said “two
clerical errors” actually contributed to the problem.
“There was an error earlier in the election process when some candidates (or proposals)
were left off some ballots in some precincts in the county," he said. “Of course, that’s a
big mistake and they caught it."
The next step was to alter the “configuration files" on the precinct tabulators so they
could read ballots and produce the results properly and communicate the results to the
computer that compiles unofficial results at the county level.
But not all precinct ballots changed.
“They figured: the ballots in those precincts were OK, so we can leave those scanners
without reloading the (new configuration files) because it’s so much work. Well, it
turned out that was the mistake."
Jones said each candidate or proposal receives a numerical code that the votes are
attached to. When you add a candidate or proposal question, it can shift the code
attached to the various candidates. Even though the print-out at the precinct level
appeared accurate, the unseen digital data was incorrect, and when it was compiled, the
computer couldn’t properly read the results, resulting in jumbled totals.
https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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Once it was realized the totals generated by the county-level software didn’t match the
precinct results, Antrim County Clerk Sheryl Guy said she and her staff manually
reentered results from about 30 feet of printout “tapes” from each of her 16 precincts
and 15 townships.
Jones believes this error could have been avoided with better programming by the
election software companies.
“Any software that’s used in a clerical environment should have provisions to check its
own integrity,” Jones said. If it’s important that the software receive data from a sources
that is configured the same way, it’s something the program could check and flag “to
make sure they’re not reading nonsense."
Jones said election software often lacks simple integrity checks. For instance, they’re
rarely programmed to alert the user if the total number of votes exceeds the precinct
turnout or the jurisdiction’s total number of registered voters.
“The software ought to know something about the turnout, independent of the vote
totals," Jones said. “If that sum exceeds the turnout for that precinct, then it should be
flagged immediately. You shouldn’t wait for somebody to be checking that by eyeball."
Software without simple safety valves to catch expected human errors, “shouldn’t have
come to market," according to Jones.
Fail-safes
Guy, Antrim County’s clerk, agrees with the SOS that even without the keen eye of
people like Bishop or software designed to catch anomalies, there are enough procedural
checks and balances to ensure accurate vote totals.
Here’s the process as relayed by several clerks MLive spoke with from various counties:
A voter fills out their ballot and it’s fed into a tabulator machine.
When the polls close, the machine prints off all the collected results, which includes the
number of votes for each candidate and proposal.

https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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The tabulator also creates a digital version of the results that is kept on digital tape or
something similar to a “thumb drive” used for digital storage.
The precinct chair matches the total number of ballots recorded by the tabulator
machine to the number tallied by poll workers.
The results printout is placed in an envelope, the digital recording is sealed in a bag and
both are sent to the county clerk.
The county creates a report of unofficial results using the digital data, not the printouts.
In the case of Antrim County, some of the printout and digital data did not match.
Before a county certifies results, its Board of Canvassers are required to match the
computer-generated totals to the totals reflected on the paper printouts.
The state Board of Canvassers then reviews the work performed at the county level.
The state in 2018 began conducting post-election “risk-limiting" audits that look closely
at the accuracy of local elections. These audits, which were expanded statewide in
August using a random sampling of ballots from that election, are “designed to catch any
errors in the tabulation process and the software process because they essentially
confirm that ballots that are voted into machines are accurately counted,” SOS Benson
said.
Guy, who is a Republican, insists there was no outside manipulation or fraud that
impacted the results in her county.
While Jones sees deficiencies with election software, he recognizes it’s being used in “a
human context."
"We have election administrators who are looking at the results and saying, hey, wait a
minute, something’s wrong,” Jones said. “So as a whole, the system is working, but it
could work better.
“It’s just the software isn’t checking its own sanity well.”
Rochester reversal

https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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When a sleep-deprived and anxious Adam Kochenderfer woke up the morning
following his county commission election in Oakland County, he pulled up the county
results online.
Nothing to be alarmed about, said Kochenderfer, an incumbent Republican
representing Rochester and Rochester Hills for the last five years.
“There were still six precincts that needed to be reported and I was ahead at the time,”
Kochenderfer said. “So I was waiting. At maybe 11 a.m. the county’s website showed that
all the precincts had reported and that I had lost by 104 votes.”
Kochenderfer expected a close race all along. He then called to congratulate challenger
Melanie Hartman , a Democrat.
I received a call the next day, about 3 p.m., from the Oakland County Elections
Division," Kochenderfer said. “They told me there was an error in the reporting and that
I’d actually won by over 1,100 votes, and that was a surprise to say the least.”
Rochester Hills Clerk Tina Barton said the error arose because some absentee votes
were accidentally submitted to the county twice.
“The first time the file was sent, it was sent in error under the title of ‘precinct’ and they
should have been sent under title of ‘absentee,’" Barton said. “So it sent, but we didn’t
see it populate (under the county results) in absentees, so the file was sent later, again,
and it populated absentees as it was supposed to.
“So in essence, the (absentee votes) were counted twice.”
'The ‘system worked’
Barton said the error was initially caught because voter turnout on the county website
reflected greater than 100%, an impossibility.
“What’s really important for people to recognize ... is that we’ve always had a canvassing
process which always has unofficial results,” Barton said. “Michigan has a lot of great
gatekeepers to the process where we can catch things like this before the results are
certified.”

https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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Kochenderfer agrees that the “system worked.”
“The error was caught,” he said. "I wasn’t the one who caught it. Tina Barton caught it,
and the county did as well, and so I’m a little heartened by that.
“I’m confident that it was simple human error and there was no voter fraud in this
instance."
Regarding claims of voter fraud made by Trump and other Republican leaders,
Kochenderfer said he’s not heard “any evidence of widespread voter fraud."
“That being said, the Trump campaign has a right to look at the results, to look at the
facts,” he said. “If they believe there is evidence of voter fraud, there’s a process for
viewing that evidence. I think everybody needs to take a deep breath and let that process
play out.”
Barton noted that Michigan has a paper ballot backup system, so if questions ever arise
with vote totals, they can be double-checked. A U.S. District Judge ordered a manual
recount in Michigan following the 2016 presidential election in response to a lawsuit
filed by Green Party presidential nominee Jill Stein . Before it was completed, an
Appeals Court intervened and halted the process.
Stein filed similar recount requests in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. In each state,
President Donald Trump’s campaign fought recount attempts.
Lingering doubt
Laura Cox , chair of the Michigan Republican Party, has indicated on several occasions
since Michigan’s unofficial results were posted, that her party isn’t ready to concede
software issues didn’t impact the outcome of Michigan’s election.
On Friday, during both a press conference in Bloomfield Hills and a radio interview
with Republican Fox News host Sean Hannity , Cox cast doubt on results in more than
45 other Michigan Counties where Dominion voting machines are used.
"We are obviously really concerned with that software being used ... " Cox told Hannity.
“We are now checking with all these different counties to make sure there weren’t any
other irregularities.
https://www.govtech.com/security/Experts-Michigan-Election-Tech-Can-Improve-on-Human-Error.html
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“We’re just concerned about making sure that we are hearing all the information about
possible fraud, incompetence or issues with the software that is being used."
Following concerns arising from recounts in 2016, the Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania produced a report looking at the election machine and software
business.
“The seller side of the election technology industry has come to be characterized by a
consolidated, highly concentrated market dominated by a few major vendors, where
industry growth and competition are constrained,” the report said. " For vendors, the
process entails substantial investments in direct marketing to election administrators,
engagement in lobbying and other political activity, and even the initiation of litigation
proceedings over unsuccessful bids."
Other major election technology companies include Hart Intercivic, which is used
in Oakland County, and Election Systems and Software.
The industry is loosely regulated and secretive with its software.
“I’ve always been a little suspicious of the way the election software industry works,”
Jones said. "Vendors all sell their software with these non-disclosure agreements and
you can’t look at the code at all.
They are protecting intellectual property but are there “really any secrets in this
software,” he asked. "What it’s doing is counting one plus one, plus one, plus one.
“I’ve always wondered whether the nondisclosure agreements and intellectual property
constraints of the voting system vendors are really serving to protect the public from
learning the shoddy quality of the software.”
(c)2020 MLive.com, Walker, Mich. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
Looking for the latest gov tech news as it happens? Subscribe to GT newsletters.
(https://www.govtech.com/subscribe/newsletters/?promo_code=article)
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Executive Summary
In the early hours of November 4th, 2020, Democratic candidate Joe Biden received several
major “vote spikes” that substantially — and decisively — improved his electoral position in
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia. Much skepticism and uncertainty surrounds these “vote
spikes.” Critics point to suspicious vote counting practices, extreme di erences between the
two major candidates’ vote counts, and the timing of the vote updates, among other factors, to
cast doubt on the legitimacy of some of these spikes. While data analysis cannot on its own
demonstrate fraud or systemic issues, it can point us to statistically anomalous cases that
invite further scrutiny.

This is one such case: Our analysis finds that a few key vote updates in
competitive states were unusually large in size and had an unusually high
Biden-to-Trump ratio. We demonstrate the results differ enough from
expected results to be cause for concern.
With this report, we rely only on publicly available data from the New York Times to identify
and analyze statistical anomalies in key states. Looking at 8,954 individual vote updates
(di erences in vote totals for each candidate between successive changes to the running vote
totals, colloquially also referred to as “dumps” or “batches”), we discover a remarkably
consistent mathematical property: there is a clear inverse relationship between di erence in
candidates’ vote counts and and the ratio of the vote counts. (In other words, it's not
surprising to see vote updates with large margins, and it's not surprising to see vote updates
with very large ratios of support between the candidates, but it is surprising to see vote
updates which are both).
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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The signi cance of this property will be further explained in later sections of this report.
Nearly every vote update, across states of all sizes and political leanings follow this statistical
pattern. A very small number, however, are especially aberrant. Of the seven vote updates
which follow the pattern the least, four individual vote updates — two in Michigan, one in
Wisconsin, and one in Georgia — were particularly anomalous and in uential with respect to
this property and all occurred within the same ve hour window.
In particular, we are able to quantify the extent of compliance with this property and discover
that, of the 8,954 vote updates used in the analysis, these four decisive updates were the 1st,
2nd, 4th, and 7th most anomalous updates in the entire data set. Not only does each of these
vote updates not follow the generally observed pattern, but the anomalous behavior of these
updates is particularly extreme. That is, these vote updates are outliers of the outliers.
The four vote updates in question are:
1. An update in Michigan listed as of 6:31AM Eastern Time on November 4th, 2020,
which shows 141,258 votes for Joe Biden and 5,968 votes for Donald Trump
2. An update in Wisconsin listed as 3:42AM Central Time on November 4th, 2020, which
shows 143,379 votes for Joe Biden and 25,163 votes for Donald Trump
3. A vote update in Georgia listed at 1:34AM Eastern Time on November 4th, 2020, which
shows 136,155 votes for Joe Biden and 29,115 votes for Donald Trump
4. An update in Michigan listed as of 3:50AM Eastern Time on November 4th, 2020,
which shows 54,497 votes for Joe Biden and 4,718 votes for Donald Trump
This report predicts what these vote updates would have looked like, had they followed the
same pattern as the vast majority of the 8,950 others. We nd that the extents of the respective
anomalies here are more than the margin of victory in all three states — Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Georgia — which collectively represent forty-two electoral votes.
Extensive mathematical detail is provided and the data and the code (for the data-curation,
data transformation, plotting, and modeling) are all attached in the appendix to this
document[1].

Background
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Late on Election Night 2020, President Donald J. Trump had a lead of around 100,000 votes in
Wisconsin, a lead of around 300,000 votes in Michigan, and a lead of around 700,000 votes in
Pennsylvania. Back-of-the-envelope calculations showed that in order to overtake President
Trump, Joe Biden would have to substantially improve his performance in the remaining
precincts — many of which were in heavily blue areas like Detroit, Milwaukee, and
Philadelphia.
On Election Night, con icting news reports came in that various precincts were stopping
their count for the evening, sending election o cials home, or re-starting their counts. There
remains a large amount of confusion to this day about the extent to which various precincts
stopped counting, as well as the extent to which any state election laws or rules were broken
by sending election o cials home prematurely. Whatever the case is, various precincts in
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania continued to report numbers throughout the night.
By the early hours of the following morning, Wisconsin had ipped blue, as did Michigan soon
a er. A few days later, Georgia and Pennsylvania followed suit. Given the uncertain context,
many American observers and commentators were immediately uncomfortable or skeptical of
these trends.
For context, using publicly available data from the New York Times, here is a visualization of
the number of votes by candidate in Michigan from the beginning of election night to 7pm
Eastern Standard Time (EST) on November 4th, 2020:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 1. X-axis is the Month-Year Hour of the time, Y-axis is the number of votes as of that time, expressed in millions of votes. The
red series is the running number of votes for Donald Trump, and the blue series the running number of votes for Joe Biden.

As this graph shows, Joe Biden overtook President Trump’s lead through a small number of
vote updates which broke overwhelmingly for Biden in Michigan in the early hours of the
morning of November 4th.
The situation in Wisconsin is even more stark: a single update to the vote count brought Biden
from trailing by over 100,000 votes into the lead. Here is the comparable graph, over the same
time range, for Wisconsin, with the x-axis (time) expressed in Central Standard Time (CST):

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 2. X-axis is the Month-Year Hour of the time, Y-axis is the number of votes as of that time, expressed in millions of votes. The
red series is the running number of votes for Donald Trump, and the blue series the running number of votes for Joe Biden.

Various versions of these graphs spurred online discourse. While some commentators
provided relatively partisan analysis, others merely expressed surprise at the near-vertical
leaps in some of these vote updates. Is it likely this phenomenon would arise organically? In
an attempt to address this question, this report assesses how extreme and unusual these spikes
are with respect to both other vote updates in the states of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia,
as well as those around the nation.
Through several investigative mechanisms, we nd these four vote updates to be
extraordinarily anomalous. While these alone do not prove the existence of fraud or systemic
issue, it invites further scrutiny.

The Concept, the Intuition, and the
Measurement
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Data analysis relies on recognizing and evaluating patterns in data. When we nd anomalous
data, that is o en an indication of underlying di erences. This is why in this report we focus
on these four vote updates.
There are also a number of general intuitions upon which we draw to direct our research. In
general, the larger the sample size, the smaller we expect the deviation from the population
average to be. While anomalous vote ratios may occur, the statistical chance of anomalous
margins goes down as the size of the sample (or vote update) goes up.
The basic intuition is: big margins are one thing, and so are super-skewed results, but it’s
weird to have them both at the same time, as they generally become inversely related as
either value increases.
We will demonstrate below that the data overwhelmingly follow this intuition, but that four
key vote updates identi ed by this report cut against this intuition.
In particular, we will show the existence of a very strong inverse relationship within vote
updates, across all states and times, between the di erence of votes for Joe Biden and Donald
Trump (o en referred to as the “Biden-Trump margin”) and the the ratio of Joe Biden’s votes
to Donald Trump’s votes (o en referred to as the “Biden:Trump ratio”). As described in more
detail in the next section, we take the natural logarithm of the ratios so that they are
symmetric, i.e. so that we are not treating the two candidates di erently when graphing and
analyzing. These values are o en referred to as “Biden:Trump log-ratio.” Since the logarithm
is an order-preserving transformation — i.e. if x is bigger than y, then log(x) will be bigger than
log(y), and vice versa — we sometimes use them interchangeably when precision is not
required.
At any geographical level, we can test the assumption of an inverse relationship between vote
update size and the extremity of the ratio between the candidates’ votes, and, as we will see
here, the relationship is extremely strong. Across states red and blue, where turnout is high
and low, there is an obvious inverse relationship between the two.

Measuring This Relationship Between The Candidate’s Margin
and their Ratio
Let us now attempt to quantify the nature of the inverse relationship in the context of a
particular state. First we take our data set of running vote totals[2] for each state, and, for each

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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state, calculate the vote di erential for each candidate between updates. This produces a
sequence of vote di erences, the sum of which, within any given state, is the total.
To begin, we consider each sequential update in the state of Michigan where the vote totals
for both Trump and Biden are greater than zero[3]. For each of these, we compute two values:
The di erence between the number of votes for Biden and the number of votes for
Trump — the “margin”
The logarithm[4] of the ratio between the number of votes for Biden and the number of
votes for Trump — the “log-ratio”
Note: both of these metrics are symmetrical. If we let f1 be the rst metric and f2 the second,
the reader will note that, for any positive numbers (X, Y):

And that:

In other words, given X for Biden and Y for Trump, either metric will produce a score which is
the opposite of what it would produce if the update instead had Y votes for Biden and X for
Trump. This property is extremely useful, and will come in handy during the statistical
analysis.
Readers might ask: Why are you measuring the ratio? Why not measure the di erence
between the vote proportions (or, equivalently, their percentages). The answer to this lies in
what we are looking for, i.e. evidence of fraud or foul play which manifests in extremely
unusual outcomes. In particular, ratios are almost never used in expressing vote counts (one
typically hears of percentages or, when a race is close, numbers) and so anyone committing
fraud and looking to “cover their tracks” is more likely to be “gaming” the metrics they’re used
to, and much more likely to leave tells in metrics they’re not considering.
This obscures critical di erences between the two statistics.
1. Ratios demonstrate an important property: the farther ahead a candidate is, the
harder it is to move the next 1 percent ahead. They re ect the relative di culty of
each marginal vote as the pool of remaining votes decreases.As a candidate approaches

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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0% or 100% of the vote, the rates at which the ratio of that candidate’s votes to the
other candidate’s votes converge to zero or in nity are very di erent.
2. Ratios allow us to spot a potential sign of fraud: unusually low ratios between the
losing (major) candidate and other, less well-known candidates. Because those who
watch and participate in elections tend not to think in these terms, if there is fraud,
they’re much less likely to have covered their tracks in this respect. A tin-pot-dictator
style election where the favored candidate gets 99% of the vote is obviously suspect, but
less attention is o en paid to details like whether the ratio between the most popular
losing candidate and long-shot third-party candidates actually makes sense[5].
Looking at metrics which are less popular in practical use will be tremendously helpful
here, as we will see.
To illustrate this, let us consider a sequence of two hypothetical elections between Tom and
Harry. Imagine that the rst time around, Tom wins with 55% of the vote to Harry’s 45%.
Four year later, Harry is the challenger and Tom improves his margin to 60% of the vote.
There are many ways that this can happen; winning over new voters, Harry’s previous
supporters no longer voting, Harry’s supporters switching to Tom, or some combination of any
of the above. Let’s consider merely the last case for the moment. For Tom to get from 55% to
60%, he must convert one out of every nine, or just over 11%, of Harry’s supporters. This may
not be easy, but is hardly outside the realm of possibility.
Now consider another hypothetical election in a heavily partisan electorate, between Alice and
Bob. In the rst election, Alice gets 90% and Bob gets 10%. In order for Alice to achieve the
same absolute percentage increase as Tom, i.e. 5%, she must convert 5% among a population of
10%. In other words, she must convert one out of every two supporters of Bob. For reasons
outside the scope of this paper, this may not be 4.5 times as di cult as a candidate getting
from 55% to 60% of the total vote, but it is without question much harder. A useful example of
this is this is San Francisco, CA, which, despite being one of the bluest cities in America
numerically and culturally, is one where Democratic Presidential candidates consistently get
about 90% of the vote but never seem to crack 95%. There are Republicans in San Francisco,
however few of them, and converting half of them is a tall order. This makes ratios a useful
tool in our arsenal for answering questions of the form “how much is too much”?. This allows
us to assess the data in a way which we believe is qualitatively di erent — and qualitatively
superior — to the common forms of assessment used by average individuals and the news
media.

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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This election represents an extraordinary and unique opportunity for election integrity
analysts and the application of statistical fraud detection research, as it is likely the rst
national election in American history, at the very least, where the general public has had
access to time-series election data. Even well-respected academic papers which study election
fraud in other countries[6] seem to mostly study a er-the-fact information about nal tallies;
analysis is done on statistics about voter turnout, digit frequencies, and other information
which is available in a er-the-fact o cial numbers. A er all, if reports of widespread fraud
and corruption ordered from the top in elections in, e.g., Russia, Uganda, Ukraine, Iran, etc.,
are to be believed, then those governments, which tend to have much more control over what
can and cannot be published than our government, are unlikely to want to increase the
number of dimensions along which their claim to legitimacy can be audited.

A Look at Michigan
Let us now calculate these two values for each vote update in Michigan where both Biden and
Trump have positive values. If it follows the intuition that there as an inverse relationship
between the margins of an update and its ratio, we should expect to see a large cluster of data
with a few points above, below, to the le and right, and virtually no points in either the top
right (which would represent a simultaneously extreme Biden-Trump margin and
Biden:Trump ratio) or the bottom le (which is analogous but favorable to Trump).
Here is that distribution, presented as a scatter plot, with the numerical margins as the X-axis
and the log-ratios as the Y-axis.

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 3. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

As we can see, most observations follow the basic contour of our hypothesis, i.e. the more
extreme an update is in one respect, the less extreme it is in another.
For example, the update at (-3,622, -6.449), has a fairly extreme ratio of Biden:Trump votes —
about 1:632 — but is not very large, producing only a margin of -3,622 votes for Biden, which,
as we can see, is not terribly extreme in the context of this distribution. Similarly, the point all
the way to the le , (-66,456, -0.816), is one where Biden’s margin is a signi cant -66,546, but
where the ratio, of about 1:2.26, is not particularly unusual for a vote update which favors
Trump.
We can see this pattern as well in almost every Biden-favoring update as well. For example, the
update with the 3rd greatest margin for Biden, at (34,450, 0.296), is 134,326 Biden votes to
99,867 Trump votes, and only has a Biden:Trump ratio of 1.34:1. And the update with the 3rd
greatest Biden:Trump ratio, at (6,091, 2.184), in which Biden received 6,863 votes and Trump
received 773 votes, has a fairly extreme ratio of 8.884 but only nets Biden 6,091 votes, a
relatively small amount compared to what we will examine next.
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Two points stand out.
Let us rst consider the less extreme of these, i.e. the point at (49,779, 2.447). This point,
representing a vote update which went 54,497 for Biden and 4,718 for Trump and arrived at
3:50am ET on November 4th 2020, is both the second-largest vote margin of Biden’s, at 49,779,
and also has the second largest Biden:Trump ratio at 11.55:1. As we can see and as was
described above, the update with the next largest margin was an update with merely 7,776
votes, while this update had over 7 times as many votes and broke more heavily for Biden.
The oddness of the update described above pales in comparison to that of the update in the
top right corner, however. That update, at (135,290, 3.164), represents the vote update
described at the top of this report, and is responsible for the extremely noticeable spike which
nearly eliminated Trump’s lead in one shot. It arrived at 6:31am ET on November 4th, and
went 141,258 for Biden to 5,968 for Trump — representing both the largest vote margin for
Biden of any of the 502 updates we have here, at 135,290, while also representing, by a factor of
more than 2, the largest Biden:Trump ratio, at a whopping 23.67:1 (the log of which is 3.16). As
we will see when comparing with other states, by our metric this is the single most anomalous
point in the nation.
This update is also particularly interesting for another reason: there are 2,546 non-two-party
votes, while Donald Trump only has 5,968. Here is a histogram of vote-total-weighted
Other:Trump ratios[7]:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 4. The x-axis is, for each vote update, the ratio of other (non-2-party) votes to votes for Trump, multiplied by the number of
total votes in that update. The y-axis is the number of vote updates in that “bin,” where each bin has a range of 500.

As we see, when we weight by the number of votes in any given update, this update is
particularly anomalous. The next closest vote-weighted Other:Trump ratio is less than twothirds of this one, and the median — 137.56 — is smaller by a factor of about 464.5. For such a
large batch of votes to be counted while also showing such an exceptionally poor performance
of Trump relative to the non-two-party vote is clearly very surprising.
In particular, it calls into serious question the veracity of this vote update, and is perhaps some
of the strongest direct evidence of fraud in this entire report. Someone looking to fraudulently
improve Joe Biden’s margins relative to Donald Trump is likely to be focused on covering their
tracks by keeping Joe Biden’s share of the update at a reasonable value. 95% might seem
plausible, but 99.9% at this scale becomes prima facie implausible to any honest observer. One
e ective way of achieving the desired goal of decreasing Donald Trump’s lead at this point
would have been to suppress the Trump vote while arti cially in ating the non-two-party vote
in an attempt to disguise just how Biden-favoring this update actually was. Indeed, this is
precisely the reason this report uses ratios -- because they are a metric virtually never used for
any practical purpose in discussing election results, someone committing fraud is far less
likely to consider how unusual a ratio might look. In particular, because the non-two-party
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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candidates received far less media attention than in the 2016 Presidential election, and the
Green Party candidate was even successfully sued o of the ballot in one or more states, it is
hard to believe that this vote update only favored Trump over the non-two-party vote by less
than a factor of 2.5, when the statewide ratio was over 31[8].

Absent a compelling explanation of why this particular update -- at such a
crucial time, in a crucial state, which improved Biden’s standing in the state so
dramatically -- also had non-two-party votes performing so unusually relative
to Trump votes, it seems unlikely that this vote update reflects an honest
accounting of the legitimate votes.
Subsequent sections of this report quantify how extreme it is in other respects and consider
the implications if it had been slightly less extreme.

A Look at Wisconsin
Here is the analogous graph for Wisconsin.

Fig. 5. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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The patterns in this graph are somewhat more bizarre. The updates favoring Trump (i.e. those
to the le of zero on the x-axis) exhibit an inverse relationship between the margin of victory
in a Trump-favoring update and the ratio between Trump and Biden votes. For example, the
update at, (-5,433, -4.564), which is the most extreme in the state in terms of ratio, is from an
unusually Trump-favoring batch of ballots which went 5,490 for Trump to 57 for Biden, i.e. a
Trump:Biden ratio of about 96:1 for Trump. This number itself is quite large, but, critically, it
is not anomalous with respect to the shape of the distribution. The tell-tale sign of oddity here is
not extremity with respect to either value, but co-extremity.
Biden’s distribution looks slightly odd here, but there is one point which especially stands out,
i.e. the one in the top right, at (118,215, 1.74). This was the vote update which arrived at
3:42am CST on November 4th, and went 143,379 for Biden to 25,163 for Trump[9], giving a
margin of 118,215 and a Biden:Trump ratio of about 5.7:1 — about 3 times larger than the
update with the next largest margin (which was 39,499). At the same time, only one update —
one with a mere 6,435 votes (i.e. about a factor of 18 fewer than the update in question) which
went 3,037 for Biden to 495 for Trump — has a larger ratio, at around 6.14:1.

A Look at Georgia:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 6. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

This one seems only slightly more anomalous than other such graphs, but, as we will see,
actually contains two of the nine most anomalous vote updates in our combined distribution
of 8.954 vote updates. In particular, the point at (136,155, 1.543), representing a vote update
which arrived at 1:34am EST on November 4th, is the update with the largest margin of all of
the updates in Georgia — it also has the 10th largest Biden:Trump ratio. There are a few
smaller updates with more extreme ratios, but, as we will detail later in this report, this point
is in fact unusual.

A Short Survey of Other States
We now turn to other states, particularly those with similar characteristics (e.g. a swing or blue
state where one or two urban cores o sets an otherwise very Republican population). These
help us establish an initial baseline of what these distributions should look like within any
state before we begin comparing updates directly across states.

Pennsylvania:
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 7. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

The inverse relationship is immediately visible here. We have points near the bottom
(representing high Trump:Biden vote ratios), a few points far to the le (representing high
Trump - Biden values), and a couple (much farther) o to the right, representing a high BidenTrump margin, but which are not particularly extreme in terms of their Biden:Trump ratio.

Minnesota:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 8. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

While there is an update which is more extreme in terms of how large the Trump:Biden ratio
is, and several updates with extremely large Trump-Biden margins, we see the basic shape
remains the same.

New York:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 9. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each vote update, and the
Y-axis is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the two.

The vote margins for each update are clustered fairly heavily around zero, while the few
updates which have exceptionally large margins for either candidate have ratios which are not
nearly as extreme as those of many other updates.

Consolidating, Comparing, and Measuring
Having taken a brief tour of states with similar characteristics, i.e. where Joe Biden is
currently in the lead and the Democratic vote comes overwhelmingly from a single urban area
(or perhaps two, in the case of Pennsylvania), we can see that the Michigan and Wisconsin
graphs both look unusual. In order to more rigorously assess the extent to which this is
actually anomalous, it is necessary to accommodate the reality that the typical Biden-Trump
margin and Biden:Trump ratio will vary substantially between states. If we merely take these
values as they are, then most of the di erences between, e.g., Alabama and California would
likely just be artifacts of the massive discrepancies between how the candidates each
performed in these states.
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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To achieve this, we can use a data transformation process called standardization. This is a
process by which, for a series of numerical data, the mean of the data is subtracted from each
point, and then the result is divided by the standard deviation. This will produce a series of
distributions which permit an apples-to-apples comparison of these values (i.e. per-voteupdate Biden-Trump margin and Biden:Trump log-ratio) between states which are both very
di erent in size and lean very di erently, politically. Data standardization is a very common
technique in machine learning for training models on data sets with very di erent numerical
magnitudes and means[10], as it provides precisely the functionality we need here.
We can thus standardize each individual (margin, log-ratio) point within its state[11], and plot
it as we did before. Here is what that graph looks like. The values for Michigan are in red,
those for Wisconsin are green, and the values for all other states are blue:

Fig. 10. The X-axis is the difference between the number of Biden votes and the number of Trump votes in each update, standardized
by the distribution of such values of its state. The Y-axis is the log-ratio of Biden votes to Trump votes in each update, again
standardized by the distribution of such values in its state.

Out of these 8,954 vote updates across the country, we can see how overwhelming the pattern
is. In particular, we see that — with a few notable exceptions — as one value grows more
extreme in any direction, the other tends to become less extreme.
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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This brings us to the visually identifiable exceptions.
Directing our attention to the points on the far right end of the distribution, i.e. those which
have the most extreme Biden-Trump margin with respect to their state, we immediately see one
point from Michigan, which is quite far above where the shape of the plot would otherwise
predict it being. This, the point at (15.494, 4.989), is the vote update which arrived at 6:31am
EST on November 4th, went 141,257 to Biden and 5,968 to Trump. Recall: this update had both
the largest margin (135,290) of any of the 574 updates[12] in Michigan, by about 85,000 votes
and a factor of about 2.7 over that of the update with the next-largest update, (5.679, 3.912) —
which, critically (and surprisingly, vis a vis what this distribution shows), was both the second
largest in terms of Biden-Trump margin and Biden:Trump ratio[13]. It also had the largest
Biden:Trump ratio (roughly 23.69:1), by more than a factor of 2 over that of the update with the
next-largest Biden:Trump ratio. The visual discrepancy between that update and the
overwhelming pattern followed by the other updates is glaring, and we will shortly quantify
just how extreme it is.
Next, consider the green dot just slightly down and to the le of the red outlier. This is the
vote update in Wisconsin which arrived at 3:42am CST on November 4th, which went 143,379
for Biden and 25,163 for Trump, for a margin of 118,215[14]. It was the update with the largest
Biden - Trump margin in Wisconsin by a large distance[15] and, in Biden:Trump ratio, was
second largest -- second only to an update which was 26 times smaller and yet only slightly
more extreme in its ratio[16].
We also see a red dot at (5.679, 3.912), which corresponds to the vote update which arrived at
3:50am EST on November 4th and went 54,497 for Biden to 4,718 for Trump, for a margin of
49,779 and a ratio of 11.55:1. It is worth noting that, while not nearly as anomalous as the
6:31am EST update, this one was very extreme along both dimensions in its own right. As we
will see, however, it ends up being the seventh most extreme value in terms of its nonadherence with the distribution as a whole.
While both of these points would be unusual on their own, it is exceptionally unlikely that
both of them would have come from the same state, critical to the election, less than three
hours apart during an overnight counting process — a process subject to great controversy
and where there remain, nearly three weeks from election day, many unknowns. Together,
these two vote updates provided Joe Biden with the votes required to deliver him the lead in
the state.

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Quantifying the Extremity
Having demonstrated visually how anomalous the four key vote updates are, we can now
proceed to attempt to quantify how unusual it is that these three points exist at once and that
two of them are from the same state.
The below graph has two particularly interesting visual properties:
1. The graph is presented two-dimensionally, but it’s really three-dimensional. It’s visibly
much denser in the center, has what appear to be something like two normal
distributions, and as you move farther from the origin along a positive-sloping line
which runs through the origin, the lower the density you can expect.
2. The outer “edges” of the graph, in the top-right and bottom-le quadrants, closely
resemble the shape of the line y = 1 / x.
We similarly expect points to be in both the top-right and bottom-le quadrants, and between
an outer line which has the shape of y = 1 / x and the origin. Since these values will thus
mostly be either both negative or both positive, we can see that multiplying each point’s xcoordinate with its y-coordinate is a useful way of assessing the extent to which it follows this
sort of distribution. Since there are more points near the origin than there are on the visible
“boundary lines” (i.e. the sequences of points on the outer edges in the rst and third
quadrants which visibly form these lines which look like a graph, if perhaps scaled, of y = 1/x).
We thus, for each (again, both standardized by state) coordinate pair of Biden-Trump margin
and the log-ratio of Biden to Trump votes, can multiply these values and examine the
distribution of the resulting products. Here, the larger a value is in magnitude, the less it
follows the non-co-extremity. Plotting these products gives us:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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Fig. 11. Histogram of products of x and y values for each coordinate pair in Fig. 10

As we can see, the values are overwhelmingly concentrated near the median, and the graph is
profoundly right-skewed — otherwise, the x-axis would not need to stretch all the way to 80.
All but 60 out of 8,954 unique updates have values less than 10, and all but 10 have values less
than 20. In other words, an overwhelming share of updates seem to track this rule pretty
closely, but a small number of updates are truly extreme outliers.
A quick dive into these ten points reveals data which, by this point in the report, will be very
familiar to the reader:

https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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As we can see, four of the seven most anomalous vote updates — which is to say, updates in
which the margin and ratio are co-extreme — are in election-critical states and occurred
during the same ve hour period where the circumstances on the ground were (and remain)
contested and highly suspicious.
It is worth noting here that roughly 15% of the vote updates in the data set of 8,954 were from
these three states. If we assumed it equally likely that any particular state should end up at
any of these extreme points, there would be about a 1.2% chance that three states are
represented in three out of the top four or four out of the top seven spots, and about a 0.99%
chance that these three states would occupy ve out of the top seven spots. It is thus very
surprising to see the states in question be so disproportionately represented in the top 0.11%
of the distribution of co-extremity[17].

Predicting More Typical Results and Assessing Their
Implications
We now proceed to ask: How extreme did these vote updates need to be for Biden to win these
states?
To do this, we consider “level sets”[18] of the products of the x and y values of the coordinates
we are plotting, and consider the percentiles of these (with respect to the values graphed in
Fig. 10). Each level set is a point in that distribution, and has a corresponding percentile. For
example, the 99th percentile of products is about 6.6 — much smaller than the values of 77.30,
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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46.45, 33.23, and 22.22 which we see for these four updates. We can now determine what each
of these updates might have looked like if they were only at the 99th (or other) percentile of coextremity. In deciding how to do that, we must consider — what makes more sense? Holding
the margin constant and seeing what the ratio would look like, or holding the ratio constant
and seeing what the margin would look like? The latter makes far more sense in this scenario,
since the former suggests an equal number of ballots for both candidates may have been held
back improperly, while the latter likely suggests that an excess number of ballots for the
winning candidate were produced. We are interested in testing for the latter scenario.
Since we are using ratios to predict margins, it makes sense to show what the graph in Fig.10
looks like when the axes are reversed, so that one can see how the margins vary with the ratio.

Fig. 12. This is the same graph as Fig. 10, but with the axes flipped. The X-axis is the log-ratio of Biden votes to Trump votes in each
update, again standardized by the distribution of such values in its state. The Y-axis is the difference between the number of Biden
votes and the number of Trump votes in each update, standardized by the distribution of such values of its state.

This shows the same data as shown in Fig. 10, but is a more natural presentation for using
ratios to predict margins. The pattern becomes somewhat more clear when we simply look at
absolute values, as our subsequent examinations rely on metrics which treat pro-Biden and
pro-Trump vote updates symmetrically.
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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We can also consider the “level set” of (margin, ratio) combinations which form a particular
percentile of co-extremity. Here, we show the absolute values of the (standardized) log ratio
and margin, with level-set annotations for the 95th, 99th, and 99.5th percentile:

Fig. 13. This is the same graph as Fig. 12, but where the absolute value of the coordinates of both points is taken first, so as to
present a consolidated view. The x-axis is the absolute value of the (standardized) log-ratio of Biden:Trump votes in each update,
and the y-axis is the absolute value of the (standardized) Biden-Trump margin in each update.

This allows us to clearly see how extreme vote updates are, with respect to the generally
observed property of them being bounded by an inverse curve[19]. The solid black line
represents the 95th percentile -- i.e. 95% of vote updates are inside of this curve (i.e. have less
co-extreme margins and ratios). The middle black line, with dashes and dots, represents the
99th percentile, i.e. 99% of the 8,954 vote updates are less co-extreme than any of the points on
this line. And the highest-up line (dotted black), represents the 99.5th percentile, i.e. 99.5% of
the 8,954 vote updates are less co-extreme than any of the points on this line. As we can see,
all four of the vote updates in question (the two red points, the green points well above this
line, and the farther-up yellow point), are well above even this line. Indeed, the least extreme
of these points, represented by the lower red dot which is above the 99.5th percentile curve, is
the 7th most co-extreme point out of all 8,954 vote updates, and represents the 99.92nd
percentile.
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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This raises the obvious question: what might these vote updates
look like if they were less extreme?
Graphically, this would involve moving them some combination of down (representing a lower
margin) and to the le (representing a lower ratio). In theory, we would simply calculate the
shortest distance to any particular percentile level-set curve and choose that particular
(margin, ratio) combination. Doing so would ignore a crucial aspect of the nature of the data,
however. In particular, decreasing the ratio at any given margin implies the total number of
votes in the update would go up. In particular, given the scale of the anomalies here, this
would imply a scenario in which a large number of votes -- possibly hundreds of thousands -for both candidates were somehow withheld. While it is possible that this is the case, it would
almost certainly represent a data-entry error on the scale of hundreds of thousands of votes
which a ected both candidates equally or nearly-equally. Since the margin is the metric
which matters for the result, if there was foul play, it is much more likely that votes are being
subtracted from one of the candidates while also added for another.
Since we bring no a priori assumption about what these updates should like, it is worth
considering what they would look like if these ratios are accurate and they merely represented
the 99th percentile of co-extremity. Graphically, this represents taking the four points in
question and “dragging” them down to the middle of the three black lines plotted. If this were
done, these vote updates would have staggeringly smaller margins but would still be more coextreme than 99% of the 8,954 vote updates studied. We have no a rmative reason to believe
that this was precisely the case. Indeed, we cannot, with the data available to us, a rmatively
make a case for any particular outcome. It is merely useful to consider what updates with
these ratios would have looked like if they were more co-extreme than only 99% of the 8,954
vote updates studied, as opposed to 99.92%.
If these results seem unrealistic or implausible, this is a result of how bizarre these vote
updates are with respect to the rest of the distribution.
First, let us consider the MI update at 6:31AM EST on 11/4. Its product is 77.3, and its
(margin, log-ratio) coordinate pair was (15.494, 4.989)[20]. If it were to only be at the 99th
percentile of co-extremity, then its product would only be 6.600. So, if the (standardized) logratio value of 4.989 is held constant, the (standardized) margin value would be a mere 1.323, as
opposed to 15.494.
At this point, we have to undo the standardization process which allows us to fairly compare
values between states. Since these were standardized with respect to the vote updates in MI,
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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we can determine the actual margin value corresponding to a z-score[21] of 1.323. Looking up
the numerical margin which corresponds in Michigan to a z-score of 1.323[22], we see it is
about 11,834, while the z-score of this actual observation was 15.494, corresponding to a
margin of 135,424. In other words, if we hold the ratio constant, and this vote update were only
at the 99th percentile of co-extremity, the margin in this vote update would have been 123,590
votes fewer.
Let us now consider the WI update at 3:42 AM CST on 11/4. Its product is 46.452 and its
(margin, log-ratio) coordinate pair was (14.427, 3.220). If it were to only be at the 99th
percentile of co-extremity, then its product would be 6.600. So, if the (standardized) log-ratio
value of 3.220 is held constant, the (standardized) margin value would be only 2.050, as opposed
to 14.427. Looking up the numerical margin which corresponds in Wisconsin to a z-score of
2.050[23], we see it is about 16,938, while the z-score of this actual observation was 14.427,
corresponding to a margin of 118,396. In other words, if we hold the ratio constant, and this
vote update were only at the 99th percentile of co-extremity, the margin in this vote update
would have been 101,459 votes fewer.
Let us now consider the GA update at 1:34AM EST on 11/4. Its product is 33.233 and its
(margin, log-ratio) coordinate pair was (12.836, 2.589). If it were to only be at the 99th
percentile of co-extremity, then its product would be 6.600. So, if the (standardized) log-ratio
value of 2.589 is held constant, the (standardized) margin value would be only 2.549, as opposed
to 12.836. Looking up the numerical margin which corresponds in Georgia to a z-score of
2.549[24], we see it is about 21,250, while the z-score of this actual observation was 12.836,
corresponding to a margin of 107,143. In other words, if we hold the ratio constant, and this
vote update were only at the 99th percentile of co-extremity, the margin in this vote update
would have been 85,892 votes fewer[25].
Lastly, let us consider the MI update at 3:50AM EST on 11/4. Its product is 22.219 and its
(margin, log-ratio) coordinate pair was (5.679, 3.912) If it were to only be at the 99th percentile
of co-extremity, then its product would be 6.600. So, if the (standardized) log-ratio value of
3.912 is held constant, the (standardized) margin value would be only 1.687, as opposed to
5.679. Looking up the numerical margin which corresponds in Michigan to a z-score of
1.687[26], we see it is about 15,009, while the z-score of this actual observation was 5.679,
corresponding to a margin of about 49,8929. In other words, if we hold the ratio constant, and
this vote update were only at the 99th percentile of co-extremity, the margin in this vote
update would have been 34,819 votes fewer[27].
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Putting this all together, we see that if all four of these vote updates were
extreme — but not as extreme — that the difference in margin would be
greater than the margin of victory in all three states.
At the very least, it is possible to definitively say that Joe Biden’s victory in all
three of these states relied on four of the seven most co-extreme vote updates
in the entire data set of 8,954 vote updates.

Important Considerations
It is important to note one crucial indicator of why these results are bizarre. In virtually all
other cases, areas which are very pro-Biden or pro-Trump have vote updates of varying size,
and so a large vote update heavily favoring one candidate is almost always accompanied by
even smaller updates which have a higher variance in the ratio, and at least some of them will
favor the candidate who won the largest batch.
In particular, to accept the results as seen in Michigan as legitimate, one would need to believe
that the one or two most possible pro-Biden areas of the state were somehow each counted
their ballots entirely in one or two vote updates. If they were counted incrementally and
released in smaller batches, as is typically the case, we would expect to see smaller updates
with higher variance in outcome, and would almost certainly see updates with a higher
Biden:Trump ratio than the two Michigan updates discussed in this report.
Indeed, if it is subsequently discovered that these did not comprise the entire count (for either
mail-in votes or all votes) in these areas, then these results should be regarded with extreme
suspicion. While vote counts are by no means a random sample nationally, given a small
enough sub-population at which votes are counted, they eventually are. If it can be shown by
those with access to time-series county-level (or precinct-level) data that, for whichever
counties or precincts reported in this update, that there were other updates (or other updates
with mail-in ballots), then these results become almost impossible to believe. This is to say,
the believability of these updates relies on the premise that the one or two most Bidenfavoring parts of the state (perhaps by ballot type) were counted entirely in these two
batches. If it cannot be shown that the ballots counted during these spikes were qualitatively
di erent from all other vote updates in Michigan, then the results are likely too extreme along
multiple dimensions to be accepted at face value.
One would also need to believe that mail-in ballots, which have generally been understood to
be more pro-Biden, sometimes substantially so, were counted in their entirety in these
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
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regions. While this data set does not provide breakdowns of how many votes in each update
came from di erent types of votes, it is extremely surprising that we do not see smaller vote
updates with mail-in votes which favor Biden more heavily.
This is also the case in Wisconsin, there the update discussed in this report, which had the
largest Biden margin by far, also had the second-highest Biden:Trump ratio, by only a small
amount. Accepting this at face value requires the belief that the most pro-Biden subset of the
votes -- by geography and vote type -- was counted entirely in one batch. It would be
extremely surprising if all mail-in ballots in the two most favoring Biden counties in the state,
Dane and Milwaukee County, were entirely contained in this batch, and so it raises the
question as to why we didn’t see even more pro-Biden updates in smaller, higher-variance vote
updates in these heavily Democratic areas. If we are to accept that these votes were counted
entirely in one batch, this raises serious questions as well. In particular, given the ambiguity - to this day -- about where the vote-tabulation process was stopped and why, it makes little
sense why these votes would be released in such an unusually large batch.
All of this is especially surprising when viewed in contrast to the prevailing analysis of the
election, i.e. that Joe Biden’s victory was the result of improved performance in suburban
areas. Looking at a map of nal results by county, it is highly likely that these vote updates
came from more densely-populated urban counties where Biden’s ratios were much higher.
The ndings here call that into question, however, as we can see that he relied heavily on four
extremely aberrant vote updates which were almost certainly in heavily pro-Biden urban areas
to provide a much-needed boost in the early hours of November 4th.

Conclusion
This report studies 8,954 individual updates to the vote totals in all 50 states and nds that
four individual updates — two of which were widely noticed on the internet, including by the
President — are profoundly anomalous; they deviate from a pattern which is otherwise found
in the vast majority of the remaining 8,950 vote updates. The ndings presented by this report
[28]suggest that four vote count updates — which collectively were decisive in Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Georgia, and thus decisive of a critical forty-two electoral votes — are
especially anomalous and merit further investigation.
In particular, the nding that the broader data follows general patterns and our ability to
measure just how much any individual vote update does — or doesn’t — follow this pattern
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allows us to make concrete claims about both how extreme any given vote update is and about
what any particular vote update might have looked like, had it been less extreme one one axis
or another.
We further nd that if these updates were only more extreme than 99% of all updates
nationally in terms of their deviation from this generally-observed pattern, that, holding all
else equal, Joe Biden may very well have lost the states of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia,
and that he would have 42 fewer Electoral votes — putting Biden below the number required
to win the Presidency. Either way, it is indisputable that his margin of victory in these three
states relies on four most anomalous vote updates identi ed by the metric developed in this
report.
We once again note that this analysis is largely restricted to four individual vote updates out of
a sample of nearly 9,000. This report by no means suggests stopping investigations in
Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Georgia, or elsewhere; it is merely that these four key
ballot updates are both profoundly anomalous with respect to a metric which removes any
component of di erent states having di erent partisan leanings or a di erent number of
voters. Furthermore, this analysis does not require that we regard the nal vote totals in any of
these states (or counties thereof) as suspicious, nor, critically, does it require that we accept
that the observed data should follow any particular distribution a priori. We merely show that
the data, adjusted appropriately to remove di erences in size and political leaning between
states, does follow a certain pattern, and that four key vote updates deviate profoundly from
that pattern.
It is our belief that the extraordinarily anomalous nature of the studied vote updates here,
combined with the staggering political implications, demands immediate and thorough
investigation.
Correction: a previous version of this post calculated the probability of vote updates Georgia,
Wisconsin, and Michigan constituting ve of the ten most co-extreme vote updates as 0.0037%. The
actual value is closer to 0.99%. The authors apologize for the error and the post has been corrected to
re ect this.

Footnotes:
[1] It is stored as a zip of a folder with enough to deterministically reconstruct the entirety of
this report. The SHA256 hash of this le is
fc1d9e17fc831e288609099e290f4d0152918f6365e7a602f7bd37dbe5347546.
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[2] The time-series data provided by the New York Times provides what appear to be precise
vote tallies along with vote proportions which are truncated a er three decimal places. This
introduces some imprecision, which becomes more meaningful as the vote total grows. The
implications of this and various mechanisms for estimating the true vote total are discussed in
the data gathering and processing appendix of this report.
[3] There are several updates in this data set where the implied vote update suggests a loss of
votes for one or both candidates. A more detailed discussion of that can be found in the
appendix on the data collection. To compute ratios, we need to exclude updates where the
denominator is zero, and negative values for one candidate cause the ratio to be meaningless
(e.g. -5000/20 is indistinguishable from 5000/-20, even though an update where candidate A
loses 5,000 votes while candidate B gains 20 is fundamentally di erent from one where the
converse is true).
[4] We use the natural logarithm, but a logarithm base would have the desired properties here.
[5] This is an especially important because a good way to push the margin in a precinct
without running up a high percentage is to in ate the votes for long-shot candidates while
depressing the votes for the most likely alternative.
[6] See, e.g., this paper. An archived version is provided here, should it become unavailable for
any reason.
[7] Restricted to updates with a non-negative other vote.
[8] Values computed from Michigan Secretary of State’s website here.
[9] The skeptical reader will likely have immediately noticed that 143,379 - 25,163 = 118,216, not
118,215. This is an artifact introduced by the imprecision of how NYT’s data set presents
these updates, i.e. as vote proportions truncated a er 3 decimal places. The implications of
this and various ways of minimizing error introduced by it are discussed in the DataGathering and Processing appendix to this report.
[10] Many technology websites which discuss machine learning and training models mention
standardization as an important data pre-processing technique. As a re ection of its
popularity, major so ware libraries designed for data science and machine learning tend to
provide support for this out-of-the-box, such as the highly popular scikit-learn library for the
Python programming language (see here). The R language, designed for data processing and
analysis tasks, even provides it with its base language installation “out of the box.”
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[11] Ideally we would be able to do this more granularly, e.g. at the county level. This appears
to be the only publicly available Presidential race time-series data online which covers
election night. Others, such as this county-level time-series le, exist, but do not begin until
the morning of November 4th, and thus, while more precise (and thus valuable for
investigations of, e.g., digit-frequency), are of far less utility when doing systematic analysis of
patterns which are not subject to rounding errors.
[12] Restricted to updates where the vote count for both candidates was positive.
[13] This one was also both a very lopsided and large update, going 54,497 for Biden to 4,718
for Trump, for a Biden - Trump margin of 49,779 and a Biden:Trump ratio of about 11.55:1. In
clear contrast to what this distribution predicts, it was both the second-largest in terms of
margin and ratio.
[14] See footnote 10
[15] The next-largest update in Wisconsin in terms of Biden - Trump margin was an update
which arrived at 8:26pm CST on November 3rd and went 53,016 to 13,517, for a margin of
39,499 -- about three times smaller than the 3:42am update with a margin of 118,215.
[16] That update, which arrived at 12:36am CST on November 4th, went 3,037 for Biden to 495
for Trump, a ratio of 6.14:1 but with a margin of only 2,543 (see footnotes 10, 17, regarding
rounding errors). This is the sort of data point we expect in line with the distribution where
one of the two values is very large in magnitude.
[17] These probabilities are rough not only because they are rounded but because they are
calculated assuming sampling with replacement. We are, however, sampling without
replacement -- a value cannot both be above and below the top 10 most co-extreme vote
updates. Making this simplifying assumption slightly understates the actual improbability of
these states being so well-represented in the top four, seven, and ten most co-extreme vote
updates.
[18] Generally speaking, this means the set of points for which some function produces the
same value. In this context, it means the set of points with identical products, i.e. lines of the
form y = k / x.
[19] i.e. It is rare for a vote update to both have an extreme ratio favoring one candidate and an
extreme margin between the vote numbers.
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[20] This, like all other values presented here, is rounded to three decimal places.
[21] z-scores here are used only as a method of centering and scaling data between
distributions with values of di erent magnitudes. We make no assumptions about the
normality of any of those distributions, and z-scores are never used as a hypothesis test
statistic at any point in this report.
[22] Since the standardization process involves subtracting the mean and dividing by the
standard deviation, the process here is to multiply by the standard deviation and then add the
mean.
[23] See above.
[24] See above.
[25] 107,143 - 21,250 = 85,893, not 85,892. Numbers reported here are the results of
computations performed on unrounded values.
[26] See footnote 22.
[27] See above.
[28] Which, to the author’s knowledge, are original
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Paul Nov 26

I may be wrong, but I don't think the are probabilities for these states being so over represented in
the table of most extreme updates are correct. I make it 1.1%, 1.1% and 0.8% for exactly 3 out of 4, 4
out of 7, and 5 out of 10 respectively, or 1.4%, 1.8% and 1.9% for at least 3 out of 4 etc.
The formula I use is p^r.nCr where r is the number of time the rogue states appear in the top n
extreme updates and p is the proportion of updates coming from the rogue states (15%).
So the probability of the rogue states appearing in the top 10 at least 5 times is 0.15^5.10!/(5!.(105)!) = 1.9%
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Which is a lot more likely than the 0.00337% cited in the author.
But happy to be corrected if someone can share the formula that gets to 0.00337%
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ConcernedVoter Dec 10

A Summary of the Texas Election Lawsuit
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/12/a_summary_of_texas_election_lawsuit_.html
“... The Texas lawsuit claims the odds of Biden overcoming Trump’s lead and winning any of the
states after the point indicated was one in a quadrillion. And therefore, the odds of winning all four
was one in a quadrillion to the fourth power. The lawsuit did not provide information on how that
number was determined. This may seem an exaggerated to some. It is enough to state that the odds
of winning any one of the states was highly unlikely and the odds of winning all four were
EXTREMELY unlikely...”
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